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Figures for Various Touching Circle Problems Related to A115032
and A240926
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See the accompagnying W. Lang link “Proof of the coincidence of a(n) with the touching circle problem”
given in A240926. In the following parts I), II), III a ), III b), IV a) and IV b) refer to this link. See also
the corresponding parts added there in the Sep 16 2014 Note dealing with the coordinates of the centers
of the circles.

The large circle has radius r =
5

4
(in some length units), and the chord has length 2 such that the larger

sagitta has also length 2. The touching circles in the lower and uppper part have been considered by
Kival Ngaokrajang in A115032 and A240926, respectively. The first smaller circles considered in part III
a) and b) and part IV a) and b) are depicted in Figures 2 to 5 below.

Figure 1: Touching circles and chord considered by Kival Ngaokrajang
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Figure 1:

The numbers give the curvatures (bends) of the circles. The centers of the circles are known. See part I)
and part II).

Fig. 2: Small touching circles, Fig. 3: Small touching circles and chord,

upper part upper part

Figure 2:

See part III a). The small magenta colored circles have curvatures b′′(0) = 5 +
32

5
ϕ, b′′(1) = 8 +

52

5
ϕ,

..., with the golden section ϕ =
1 +

√
5

2
. This is related to the sequences A′′(n) = A246638(n) and

B′′(n) = 4 ·A246639(n) by b′′(n) = A′′(n) + 1

5
B′′(n) ϕ. The centers of these circles are computed as

given in part III a) of the added Note of Sep 16 2014.

Figure 3:

See part III b). The small magenta colored circles have curvatures b3(0) = 5 + 8ϕ and b3(1) = 8 + 12ϕ,
b3(2) = 17 + 24ϕ, ... This is related to the sequences A′′(n) from above, and B3(n) = 4 ·A246640(n),
with the curvatures given by b3(n) = A′′(n) + B3(n)ϕ. The center of these circles have coordinates
[−x3(n), 1/b3(n)] with x3(n) = x′(n) + 2/

√

b3(n) b′(n) with b′(n) and x′(n) given in part II). The origin
of the Cartesian coordinate system is at the midpoint of the chord.
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Fig. 4: Small touching circle and chord, Fig. 5: Small touching circle,

lower part lower part

Figure 4:

See part IV a). The small magenta colored circle has curvatures b4(0) = 4 + 4ϕ. The following ones,
for n ≥ 1, are to small to be seen. In general b4(n) = 4 (A4(n) + B4(n))ϕ, with A4(n) = A007805(n)
and B4(n) = A246641(n). The centers of these circles are [−x4(n), −1/b4(n)], with x4(n) = x(n) +
2/

√

b4(n) b(n), and b(n) and x(n) come form part I)

Figure 5:

See part IV b). The small magenta colored circle has curvatures b5(0) =
4

5
(6 + ϕ). The following ones, for

n ≥ 1, are to small to be seen. In general b5(n) =
4

5
(A5(n) + B5(n)ϕ), with A5(n) = 4 + 2 ·A246642(n)

and B5(n) = −3 + 5 ·A246642(n), n ≥ 0. The centers of these circles are computed as given in part IV
b) of the added Note of Sep 16 2014.

OEIS A-numbers: A115032, A240926, A246638, A246639, A246640, A246641, A007805, A246642.
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